APPENDIX

Questionnaire

Name : …………………

Male/Female

Instruction

You will be given various situations to give an apology. Please respond the conversation given in English below, make it as realistically as possible.

Situation 1 : You borrowed your lecturer’s book that you promised to return that day, but forgot to bring it.
Lecturer : “Do you bring the book?”
You : ……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………

Situation 2 : You are late for attending the class which has begun 30 minutes before.
Lecturer : “Oh, you’re late again!”
You : ……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………

Situation 3 : You forgot to make your assignment because you were busy yesterday.
Lecturer : “Have you made your assignment today?”
Situation 4  : Your group has not submitted the assignment in the dead line.

Lecturer   : “Can I have your assignment?”

You       : ..............................................................................................

Situation 5  : You get caught cheating and you know that your friends are also cheating.

Lecturer   : “Hey, you, what are you doing?”

You       : ..............................................................................................

Situation 6  : You did not attend the class when your lecturer announced the task to do. So, you do not submit your tasks right now.

Lecturer   : “Have you done your tasks?”

You       : ..............................................................................................

Situation 7  : You borrowed your lecturer’s book, but you broke the book.

Lecturer   : “What happened to my book?”

You       : ..............................................................................................
Situation 8 : You entrusted your paper to your friend to be submitted. But, your friends forgot to submit your paper until date line of submission.

Lecturer : “Where is your paper?”

You : ......................................................................................